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Aestnact
An X-ray and optical study of over 30 single-crystal transformations of KNOa(II)
=KNO3(I) involving the aragonite-type (II) and disordered calcite-type (I) structures,
has resulted in the following observations: (a) at slow heating rates small crystals transform with preservation of the single-crystal condition, including minute internal and external detail, (b) the 110 plane of the calcite-type crystal parallels the 010 plane of the
originai aragonite-type cr1'stal, (c) the c-axes of the trvo structures are not parallel but
differ by an angle of 26 degrees, both axes lying in the plane normal to the [110] (I) and
[010] (II) directions common to the trvo structures, and (d) a pronounced incubation
period exists for the transformation for all specimens studied; this period averages 4.1
m i n u t e sf o r a l l s p e c i m e n s .
The structural relationships given above are completely reversible and independent
of crystal shape, size, or perfection, inclicating a memory efiect that must be structurally
controllecl. Icleally, the c-axis of phase II parallels rorvs of closest potassium atom spacing
of the phase I structure as viewed along the 11101projection, and the 001 plane of phase
II departs by only 4 degreesfrom the 1.T.10 plane of phase I, a fact verified by the singlecrystal experiments.
The volume change for the transformation at the phase boundarf is only 0.71 percent
whereas that for the calcite-aragonite transformation of CaCOr is 6.4 percent at 375'C and
1 atm. Single crystals involved in the latter transformation polygonize to the point that
similar transition data are inconclusive.

IxtnonuctroN
The calcite3aragonite transformation is known to be reconstructive
(Buerger, 1961, p. 16); that is, bonds cannot merely be stretched to
achievethe new atomic confi.gurationbut atoms are completelydetached
(exceptfor certain polyhedra)from one another in the reactant phaseand
recombinedinto the product phase. Such transformationsrequire large
activation energiesand ordinarily result in considerablebreak-up of
grains. Recent work (Davis, 7964,p. a90) brought forth the possibility
that all known phases of KNO3I may have structural analogs in the
CaCOaphasediagram, with the reservationthat the calcite-typeform of
KNO3 (phaseI) probably contains NO; groups in a state of rotational
disorder (Tahvonen, 1947).
Becauseof the isostructuralismbetweenKNO3 and CaCOr and alsobeI Recently, Rapoport and Kennedy (1965) discovered three new polymorphs of KNOr.
No corresponding regions in the CaCOs phase diagram have yet been observed.
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causeof the easy accessibilityof the transformation boundary between
phase II and I of KNO3 (aragoniteand calcite types, respectively),the
characteristicsof the calcite-aragonitetransformation can be studied
with a simple X-ray diffraction heating furnace.
The irreversible transformation of aragonite to calcite at 400oC for
single crystals was studied by Dasgupta (1964), and he concludedthat
the [100]directionsof the two phaseswere mutually parallel and [110]of
aragoniteparalleled[010] of calcite. Dasgupta also pointed out that the
preferred orientation of the polygonized grains of calcite after the transformation indicated a parallelismof the c-axesfor the two phases.
Brown, Fyfe, and Turner (1962)observedvariousreplacementorientations of natural calcite upon aragonite in the glaucophaneschists of
California. These authors observed three orientations in which the c-axis
of calcitewas containedin the 100plane of aragoniteand one orientation
with the c-axiscontainedin the 010 plane. Although theseexamplesmay
not be solid state transformations, but replacement by solution, one
might expect some definite structural relationship to exist between the
two polymorphs.
Direct observation of single-crystal transformations involving no
polygonizationbut showinga memory effectare rare, but a good example
of strcha study is that of Kitaigorodskiy, el al. (1965)who observedand
photographed single cr1'stal transformations in a-B p-d\chlorobenzene.
Oddly, there was no crystallographiccontrol of the orientation of the new
(B) phasebut whatever the orientationfor each experiment,a reversalof
the completed forward transformation resulted in the same crystallographic orientation for the final a-phase that existed prior to initiation of
the process.Kitaigorodskiy, et al. explain the memory effectto be the result of preservationof a "seed" nucleusof reactant phaseat a defect site
in the crystal.
ExponrlrpNrAI, METHoD
The single crystals were heated at room pressurein a Tempres X-ray
difiraction furnace in which the final temperature set by a Helipot was
approachedas slowly as desiredby adjustment of a power Variac. The
emf of a pair of platinum vs. platinum-10/orhodium thermocouples was
"bucked" by a voltage divider to control the heating rate, and the temperature of the samplewas determinedby chromel-alumelthermocouples
in contact with the platinum sample tray. Temperature readings are considered accurate to within * 1o.
The furnace-sampleholder assemblywas converted into a one-circle
goniometerby constructionof a small rod-shapedspindle that fitted inside the ceramic tube that ordinarilv supports the platinum sample tray.
Three holes of different sizeswere drilled into the spindle and a wire for
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rotation of the spindle was added through the furnace window. Rotation
measurements of the single crystals are accurate to within * 2o. The
furnace is equippedwith screwsfor rocking the sample a few degreesin,
and normal to, the plane of the goniometer reflecting circle, and these
adjustments permitted accurate orientation of the single crl.stal reflecting surface.
More than thirty single crystals of various sizeswere ground down on
emery paper to dimensions that were within the limits of the sample
holder and spindle. The KNOa single crystals were obtained from dry
reagentsupplies,and alsogrown directly from a cooledsaturatedaqueous
solution. The latter type containednumerousfluid inclusions(to be discussedlater) but also displayedcrystal facesmuch more completelythan
the dry reagent crystals.
When the crystal was reduced to appropriate size the ground surface
was rubbed against moist cloth or toweling to remove the deformedsurface layer. The grinding alsopermitted us to obtain a sufficientlylarge reflecting surfaceof the crystallographicdirection desired.The sample,in
the shape of a disk, plate, or prism, was then placed on the sample tray
and oriented by meansof the rocking screwsuntil a strong reflectionwas
obtainedfrom the ground surface.The furnacedoor was closedand as the
temperature was raised slight adjustments of the rocking screws were
made to maintain perfect orientation. The temperature was raised at a
rate between0.3 and 0.5oC/min, most variations within this range being
due to unavoidablechangesin furnace characteristicsand air currents in
the vicinity of the furnace. A few experimentswere made for which this
heating rate was considerably larger, but here only reflection data, and
not physical transformation characteristics,were desired.The maximum
temperaturereachedin any of the experimentswas less than 140"C and
usually lessthan 135"C.The KNOs-I=KNO3-II transformation temperature is I27.5'C as establishedfrom careful powder runs made in this
laboratory.
The crystals contained many inclusionsand were often twinned. In
view of this condition a generalclassnotation has been used to indicate
the perfection of the crystal. The crystals have been assignedto four
classes:classA crystals are visually perfect, are not twinned, contain no
inclusions,and show no strain under polarizedlight; classB crystalscontain a few liquid or air inclusionsbut are not twinnedl classesC and D
pertain to crystals with progressivelymore inclusions and classD crl.stals
are obviousl)' twinned andf or strained.
OnsBnvBo Cnysr,q.rr,ocRApHrc
Rnr,erroNsnrps
Obseraalionswith theflat stage.Table 1 presents the transformation data
f.or 22 of the KNOa single crystals studied for the forward reaction II-.L
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All listed in the table were heated in the Tempres stage on the platrnum
sampletray. Many other runs with KNOB and CaCOrsinglecrystalswere
made only to obtain specificorientation data, or for photographic purposes,and are not included in the table.
In eachcasethe diffraction patternsfor the initial aragonite-typephase
consistedof onl1.one peak (a necessarycondition for an untwinned single
crystal). The Bragg angleswere checkedon the first 15-20 peaksto make
certain of the single crystal condition. Many crystals were examined
optically for the same purpose.When the transformation took place the
rate was recordedby either oscillatingabout, or by setting the goniometer exactly at the center of, the phase II peak. In the latter case the
setting was made just beforethe transformationwas reachedso that shift
of the peak from thermal expansionwould be insignificant.The temperature-time curve was recorded either automatically with a recording
potentiometeror by manual piotting on the diffraction chart. When the
high temperaturephase(I) appearedthe Bragg angleswere then checked
to determine which, if any, diffraction peaks were present.
As can be seenfrom Table 1 the only initial surface of phase II that
yielded strong reflectionsfor the resulting phaseI was the 020 (II)1 surface. In all crystalsof this orientation studied the resultingphaseI reflection was consistentlv110 (I).' That thesetwo planesare mutuallyparalIel for this transformation is establishedwith certainty from the consistent resultsof this studv as well as from similar observationson calcite
and aragoniteby Dasgupta (196a).
Experimentsinvolving initial 200 (II) reflections(9 and 10) and those
involving 110 (II) reflections(4 and 16) demonstrate,on the other hand,
that no plane in the prism zone oI the calcite-typephase(I) becomesoriented parallel to either of these two planes of phase II. This was unexpected in view of the previouslyreported parallelismof the c-axesfor the
two structures, which, if operative in the KNOa polymorphs should yield
a strong 300 (I) reflectionfrom an initial 110 (II) reflection.Slow scanning (l/4 deg/min) with the goniometer revealed only a very weak
reflectionin this region and it is not certain even if this comesfrom the
calcite-type phase. By comparing the observed absolute intensities in
Table l for the 020 (II) and 110 (I) reflection with the calculatedrelative intensitiesof the 110 (I) and 300 (I) reflectionsfor calcite,the latter
reflection should have an absolute reflection intensitv in the 6X105
r When necessary, to avoid confusion, the phase pertaining to a given reflection will
be given in parentheses following the Miiler indices.
2 The indices for calcite-type KNO:, as used here, are the Miller indices for the hexagonal cell with c/at>3.6 and Z:6.
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counts/secondrange. We thus observe only 1/300 of the expectedintensity.
Note that severalsurfaceshave yielded very weak 114 (I) reflections,
even for caseswhere the orientation is such as to yield a completely
dominating phase I peak of considerablydifferent index. This condition
is believedto be causedby one or a combination of three possiblefactors:
(1) slight distortion of the structure to form a mosaic of blocks of differing orientation, (2) the presenceof smail grains of highly variable orientation developingon the surfaceof the singlecrystal, and (3) twinning of
the structure. Examination of the table shows that nearlv all crystals of
phaseI show 114 reflectionsin their patterns, although the1.are in most
casesvery weak comparedto either the phaseII reflectionor the dominating phaseI reflection.Factor (2) is consideredrelatively unimportant
as visual observationof severalcrvstals during the transformation with
the furnace door slightly open showeda perfectll'smooth crystal surface.
Optical examinationof the larger cr1'stals,however,indicatesthat factor
(1) is a major cause(to be discussedin a later section)and for this reason
the use of the term "single crystai" for phase I may be inappropriate.
Nevertheless,it is obvious that upon reversal of the transformation the
resulting phaseII is still a singlecrystal b1.all physical appearances,and
for the smaller cr1,'stals
optical examinationshowsexcellentcontinuity of
extinction. The term "single cr-vstal"is thereforeused throughout with
the understanding that some mosaic structure ma-v be present in the
larger crystals.
With direct evidence,therefore,that the c-axesof the two crystalswere
not parallel, but that the 010 (II) and 110 (I) directions were, other
orientationsof the initial reflectingsurfacewere studied, especiallyin the
[010] (D zone.An attempt was also made to cut a cr1'stalparallel to the
(111) face but the cut was slightly'misaligned.Nevertheless,the cut was
closeenoughso that the surfacegave a weak 111reflection(no.6, Table 1)
and the test was made. The resultingphaseII pattern showeda moderate
i14 (I) reflectionwhich pointed to the possibilitv that one set of planesof
this form was oriented somewherein this region.
Severalcrystals were cut and aligned to give reflectionsin the [010]
(II) zone; @-angleslfor these reflectionsare 30,45, and 50 degrees,the
latter being coincident with 202 (II) reflectionplane. None of thesetests
showedintensitiesfor either 006 (I) or 114 (I) sufficientll'strong to pinpoint the location of the c-axisin this zone.
with the spind,lesloge.Thus to obtain a unique solution to the
Observations
I 4 is here defined as the angle between the c-axis and the normal to a section or reflection surface u'ithin a given crystal structure.
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problem a samplespindlewas constructedthat could be rotated about 60
degreesaround the goniometeraxis, thus permitting one to locate one of
the phaseI reflectionsappearingin the [010] (II) zone; possiblephaseI
r e f l e c t i o n se x p e c t e di n t h i s z o n e a r e1 1 4 , 1 1 8 ,1 1 . 1 0 , 0 0 6 ,e t c . B e c a u s eo f
the easewith which the stronger 114reflectioncould be located this peak
was selectedfor most of the experiments.All were mounted with [010]
(II) parallel to the goniometeraxis. Table 2 summarizesthe data for the
spindle experimentsand shows conclusivelythat the two c-axesdepart
considerablyin the transformation of the two structures.Ali other positions of { up to 30 degreesin the 60-degreearc of the spindie movement
yielded zero to very weak intensitiesfor 114. The averageof the angles
7 between [001] (II) and [114] (I), is seento be 17.5 degrees.The angle
Tarr,t

2 Suuuenv or X-Rny Dare Olrarxrn

Dimensions, mm
-No. ---I, WH

99533
100 3
1
101 311
102333

1ou (II)

1 1 1 4( I )

Perfection Class

v deg.
103 counts/sec 103counts/sec

B
1

rnou SprNDrE oF Hn,mrNc Sracc

B+
B
A-

500
200
1t2
1,100

250
310
50
600
Average

2l
1a

19
13
17.5

betweenthe c:axis and [114]of KNO3(I) is 45.8 degreesgiving an angle
for the deviation of the two c-axesof 28.3 degrees.It is difficult to assign
Iimits of uncertaintl' to this figure; however, the maximum observed
variation in 7 here is 8 degreesand could possiblyrepresenta real variation in tilt of the mosaic blocks of the phase.
Structural relationships,Figure 1-A is a projection along [010]of the
aragonite-type structure with atom positions based on measured cell
c o n s t a n t sa t 1 2 5* l " C : a : 5 . 4 2 qb : 9 . 1 9 6 , a n d c : 6 . 5 5 0A ( o r t h o r h o m b i c ,
P m c n , Z : 4 ) . I n F i g . 1 - B a p r o j e c t i o no f K N O 3 - I i s m a d e a l o n g t h e [ 1 1 0 ]
direction using an orthorhombic pseudo-cellwith constants a:1/3
a,
B : 2 a , a n d C : c , w h e r ea t 1 3 4 + 1 " C a : 5 . 4 2 s , a n d c : 1 9 . 3 6 , A ( h e x a g onal, R3c, 2:6). Doubling the B dimension of the orthorhombic
pseudo-cellallowed a more direct comparisonof cell content and atom
position with that of the phaseII structure.
With the observed7-angle of about 17.5 degreesfrom the spindle experiments, one can predict from Figure 1 which, if any, reflection of
phaseI should result from a sectioncut parallel to 001 (II). In Figure 1-B
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Irrc. 1. A: Projection of the aragonite (II) structure onto the side pinacoid 010. The
a and c dimensions of the true unit cel1are given by the dashed lines. A reference cell with
dimensions r, 1, and z, Z : 3 is outlined by the dotted line. The NOr-units are not specified
as to orientation.
The vertical dimension is equal to
B: Projection of the calcite (I) structure along 11101.
1/2 the length of the c-axis of theX-raypseudocell (Z:6) and the horizontal dimension is
equivalent tothelongdiagonalof this cell. The dimension in the direction of the projection
is twice the length of the o-axis of the pseudocell. The reference cell given by the dotted
Iines is obtained from the phase II reference cell by distortion of B and appropriate expansions and contraction of the edges r, y, and z (see text).

we can see that the trace of planes containing the closestspacing of K
atomsin projectiondepartsfrom the c-axisby 26 degrees;if it is assumed
that this trace also representsthe c-axis direction for phase II prior to
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transformation then one would expect a strong 1.1.10reflectionfrom a
surfacecut only 4 degreesfrom 001 (II). Of course,the senseof rotation
about [010]in the transformation is arbitrary.
Experiments 26 through 28 represent the final test of the model obtained thus far; three crystalswere cut as closeto the basal 001 pinacoid
as possibleand the crystal was scannedat the high temperaturesfor the
desiredreflection.Experiment 26 f ielded such a strong 1.1.10reflection
that fortuitous alignment of the cut surfaceis indicated. The other two
experimentsalso show strong 1.1.10reflections,even stronger than the
114 reflections,although considerably weaker than experiment 26. In
view of the fact that the 11.10plane has a relative intensity of about 1
(lT4:100) for calcite structures,theseintensity reiations are quite convincing of the correctnessof the model.
We can thus conclude that during the transformation KNOa-II
-.KNOg-I the c-axisof phaseI departs from that of phase II by a theoretical value of 26 degrees,or observedvalue of 28 degrees,and that the
[010] direction of phaseII is coincidentwith the [010]direction of phase
I. Also, in view of the relationships given above the 100 plane of phase II
becomes the lT2 plane of phase I, the latter plane containing potassium
atoms in a distorted close-packedarrangement.l The crystallographic
relationshipsbetween the two phasesare shown by means of the stereographic projection of Figure 2.
The transformationcan be describedbest in relation to the "reference"
cell (but not repeat unit) shown by the dotted lines in Figure 1, A and B.
In Figure 1-A the dotted lines outline a cell containing 3 KNO3, with
B-angleof 90 degreesand with cell edgesx,y, and z. The transformationto
A', x' , !', and a' is accomplishedby distortion of B from 90 to 86 degrees,
by expansionof z by 5.8 percent,by expansionof r by 4.0 percent,and by
contraction of 1 by 10.9percent.2Projection of the resultingreferencecell
is given by the dotted lines of Figure 1-8. Note that the a dimension
(normal to the plane of the figure) for the phase I structure is not equal
to B, only 3/4 B. Both referencecellshave Z:3 and assumingmovement
of the atoms and NOn groups are not great it should theoretically be
possibleto proposemovementspaths of least energy for the atoms and
groups of the cell. However, these cells are not unit cells.In fact, there
are two kinds of "reference" cellsof identical volume in Figure 1-B, each
of which is repeatable only along directions oI the cc-zdiagonals. Therefore, such a model cannot be obtained without examination of comparable atom positionsover space containing at least two, perhaps more'
I The average spacing of the K atoms in the 1T2 plane-of phase II is 4.77 A; in the
1T4 (cleavage) plane of phase I the average spacing is 4.96 A.
2 This does not imply actual physical changes by these amounts.
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such cells. A projection of several cells for each phase in the z and y
directions shows that the movement plan is complex and cannot at
presentbe explainedin terms of simple translation components.
Pnysrcel Cseucos Accolrp-q.NvrNG
THDTneNsronlrerroN
This transformation is accompanied b-u*three important physical
processesthat warrant further mention here. Thev are (1) a consisrent

i o o o-ro.roo
"'o

ot" oo,o

Oor.to

Frc. 2 Stereographicprojection of the poles to crystal planes in the phase II and phase
I structures as they are related in the transformation. Solid circles are for phase II and olten
circles are for phase L Upper hemisphere.

and reproduciblememory effect (with the crystallographicrelationship
discussedabove), (2) a remarkableresistanceto polygonization,and (3)
a pronounced incubation period with resulting sigmoidal transition
curve.
In perhaps 20 out of the 22 experimentsrecordedin Tabie 1 special
efforts were made to record data for the reversetransformation,that is,
KNO3-I-KNOB-II taking place with lowering temperature. In these
experimentsan X-ray diffraction pattern was obtained after the reverse
transformation had taken place and in all but one or two casesthe reflection initially obtained for the forward transformation was also pres-
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ent after the reversechange,although reduced in intensitl'by as much
as 50 percent. In several patterns very weak reflections from other
diffracting planesappearedbut were completelydominated by the major
one. Thus the transformation takes place with the so-called"memory
effect." Unlike the experimentsof Kitaigorodskiy, et al, (1965, p.466),
these transformationsshow crystallographiccontrol. The same orientation of phase I results from any given crystal of phase II, and in the
reverse transformation the phase II structure develops in the precise
orientation with respect to crystal morphology as existed prior to the
heating. In Kitaigorodskiy's experiments the B-phase of P-dichlorobenzenecould develop with any apparently arbitrary orientation within
the host crystal, even though the reverse B_.a transformation also
resultedin the original a-orientation (even after many reversalsof transformation for the same crystal). They concludedthat storageof a metastable seed nucleus within the stable transformed material accounted
for this phenomenon.
It is apparent that the degree of preservation of the single crystal
depends on its size and shape. For prismatic crystals whose average
dimension was less than about 2 mm the crystal could be heated and
cooled through the transformation several times with very little internal
or external damage, but larger, or more equant, crystals gradually broke
up into domainsshowingsomeoptical discontinuity under crossednicols.
Figure 3 presents photographs of several single crystals showing these
characteristics.l The prismatic crystal shown in A-D of Figure 3 is
approximately 4X lKl/2 mm in dimension, elongated parallel to the
c-axis, and showing prismatic and pinacoidal crystal faces. In the center
of the crystal is a long needle-shapedinclusion approximately half-filled
with trapped solution from which the crystal was grown. A number of
smaller inclusions are also present but are nearly invisible due to trapped
solution. The photograph was taken under crossed nicols and shows
uniform extinction throughout. The second photograph was taken after
one cycle through the transformation and shows two interesting features;
(1) the developmentof two domains of slightly different orientation,and
(2) ejection of the fluid from the inclusions.Other than these effectsthere
appears to be no distortion or break-up of the crystal and minor surface
and internal featuresare completelyunchanged.Figure 3-C is the same
crystal after three cycles (six passesover the transition boundary), and it
now showsbetter extinction than that of photograph B which means that
the two tilted blocks have been restored to an orientation consistent with
1 The SSC and SC series crystals described in Figures 3 and 4 do not correspond to the
experiments listed in Table 1, but represent different runs entirely.

Frc 3. A SSC-1 Before transformation. crosseclpolarizers, X20. c-axis vertical,
[010]
normal to diagram. B. ssc-1 After one cycle. Note two clomains of slightly differing
orientation, and evacuated spine cavitl'. Crossed polarizers, X20. C. SSC 1 A{ter three
cycles Note excellent uniformity of extinction rvith crossed polarizers X20. D. SSC_1
After three cycles. Same as Fig. 3 but with polarizers not crossed E. ssc-2 Before transformation crossed nicols, X20, c axis position unknown. F. ssc-2 After on cycle. Note
clouding bJ'inclusion of air hubbles. crossed polarizers, x20. G. sSC-2 After three cycles
Much of the air has been ejected and more large fluid inclusions have been evacuated.
H ssc 3 Before transformation. crossed polarizers, X20. c-axis vertical, [010] normal to
diagram. I. ssc 3 After one cycle Numerous cavities have been evacuateclof fluid. Large
dark circle is air bubble in immersion oil crossed polarizers, xz}. J. sSC-3 After three
cycles. only upper 1/4 of crystal preserved. Note refilling of some cavities crossed nolarizers, X40.
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the rest of the crystal. However, one notices that microfractureshave
begun to develop normal to the c-axis which may be the result of the
greater expansion coefficientparallel to c than parallel to a, or as a result
of expansiondifferencesduring the transformation. These microfractures
are not as readily visible in polarizedlight as they are in plain light (D,
Fig.3). They have been observed in most of the larger crystals, and
always have the sameorientation relative to the crystal c-axis(phaseII)'
The effect of the same treatment on an equant crystal is shown in
E-G, Figure 3. The crystal is approximately 2X2|X2 mm and also
shows several inclusions (some containing only air) and crystal faces.
Photograph E is before any heating, F after one cycle, and G after three
cycles, all under crossednicols. The inclusions containing fluid have been
evacuated and fractures containing numerous air pockets give the crystal
a cloudy appearance.
Photographs H-J, Figure 3, show a small crystal with numerous fluid
inclusionslbefore transformation they are barely visible but in I, after
one cycle, 6 out of 8 inclusions in the upper I of the cr)rstal have been
evacuated, and two are still filled. Also, an unfilled inclusion near the
Ieft-center of the crystal (H) has been filled in with solution (I). After
three cycles (J) four of the six inclusions evacuated after the first cycle
had beenrefilledlThis phenomenonhas been observedwith severalother
crystals and demonstrates the interesting fact that fluid can be stored,
ejected,and moved around within the structural framework of the crystal during a polymorphic transformation. The fluid seemsto be stored
along domain boundaries,cracks, and large defect sites, and not necessarily in other cavities.
PhotographsA and B, Figure 4, show a large crystal (3] mm across)
before and after one cycle with more detail on the microfractures and
inclusions.The crystal outlinesand facesremain unchangedbut unevenly
distributed microfractures have formed approximately normal to the
crystal c-axis. The dark appearance of the microfractures results from
included air. Photograph E, Figure 4, is a view of the minute structure of
a large crystal after one cycle. The photograph shows domains of slightly
differing orientation, each domain bounded by microfracturesnormal to
the c-axis(right to left in E). Someof thesetilted domainsmay be responsible for much of the weak 114 reflectionintensity observedin almost all
X-ray diffraction patterns of transformed crystals.
DrscussroN
Such minor distortion of the KNO3 crystals appears inconsistent with
the reconstructive nature of the transformation. Both the volume change
to the activated state and the volume changefor the transformation must
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c

Frc. 4. A. sc-2 Before transformation. Note large fluid-filled cavity in upper right
corner. crossed polarizers, X17. c-axis verticai and [010] normal to diagram. B. sC-2 After
one cycle. Note evacuated cavity and fractures. crossecl polarizers, x17. c. Aragonite
needle before transformation. crossed polarizers, X15. r-axis parallel to needle axis.
D. Same needle as in Fig. 3 but polygonized and broken into segments. Heated to 400oc
| 1/2hows. crossed polarizers, x15. E. Mosaic structurein sc 3 after one cycle (No.3
of Table 1), crossed polarizers, X20. c-axis left to rieht.
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be small to explainsuch conditions.The cell constantsgiven previouslyf or
phases II and I of KNO3 yield a volume change of 0.0035 cm3/gm, or
0.71 percent of the initial volume. By comparisonwith the CaCO3polymorphs, we find that using the thermal expansion coefficients for aragonite given by Kozu and Kani (1934) and those for calcite given b.v
Austin, et al (194O) the volume change at 375"C for the aragonite
-calcite transformation is 0.0223 cm3/gm, or 6.4 percent of the initiai
volume. We thus have the required Au's for the transformations but we
know nothing of the activation volume; to obtain the latter one must also
obtain the activation energy and certain thermodynamic quantities
pertaining to the activated state that cannot be measureddirectly.
PhotographsC and D, Figure 4, show photographsunder crossednicols
of one of the aragonite samples heated to observe the physical effects of
the irreversible transformation to calcite. The crystal turned milky and
under crossednicolswas seento be composedof innumerabletiny grains
of calcite. Regardless of the value of activation volume for this transformation, a changeof volume for the two phasesthat is a factor of 10
greater than that for the correspondingKNO3 transformation accounts
for the extreme polygonization.Experimental determination of the Au
of transformation for calcite-aragonite at high temperaturesis needed
inasmuch as the Au calculated above for this transformation is not an
equilibrium value and is thus not strictly comparable to the equilibrium
value measuredfor KNO3. However, it is known that the volume change
for calciteiaragonite at the phase boundary at 25oC is zol signifi,cantly
different from 6] percent, and should this condition be the same at
higher temperaturesthen rather important differencesin the two transformation types must be assumedto exist.
I n t h e e x p e r i m e n t sw i t h a r a g o n i t ea c h e c k o t r t h e 1 1 ' 1 0 r e f l e c t i o n
showed that this reflectionwas seventimes stronger than that expected
for the powder pattern. AII other peaks of the pattern were present,
although intensitiesvaried somewhatfrom the powder pattern expected.
The parallelism of [010] (II) and [110] (I) determined by Dasgupta
(1964) agreeswith conclusionsreached here, but the parallelism of both
c-axis does not. Possibly the aragonite specimensin his experiments did
not all convert to calcite at 400oC in the three-hour time allotted. The
appearance of preferred orientation of crystallites in Dasgupta's rotation photographs may be due in part to incomplete conversion of the
initial single crystal. Davis and Adams (1965, Fig. 2-B) show that at
least some kinds of aragoniteare only 70 percent transformed to calcite
in three hours. Brown, Fyfe, and Turner (1962, p.573) observedno such
parallelism of c-axes in aragonite replaced hydrothermally by calcite
whereas their orientation IV comes close to that observed in the results
for KNO3 reported here'
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In view of the conclusionsmade above concerning the structural
relationships of the two phases during the transformation, the usuai
concept, of rotation of the anion groups 30 degreesand displacement
from ] of the distancebetween the cation la1'ersto $ of this distanceas
has been done for aragonite and calcite, is no longer appropriate. For
KNO3, at least, the structural relations observed require a 26-degree
rotation of the NOg groups about an axis lying on the plane of the group,
as well as cation and anion translationsof an unknown nature.
OesBnv,\rroNs oN TnaNsronlr,trroN Rlrn's
A large number of runs made with powderedKNOB gave a transformation temperature of 727.5"c, both with increasingand decreasingtem-
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Frc. 5. Percent transformation vs. time for a single crystal (solid circles) and for a
powder specimen of KNOI at 130'C. The single crystal invoives the forward direction and
the powder sample the reverse direction in the transformation.

perature. Bridgman (1916) measureda transition temperature,also for
powderedmaterial, of 128.3"C.With the singlecrysfs"ls,the transformation does not appear (within measurement)to begin until several minutes after the 127.5'C point is reached.This fact can be seenfrom the
column labeled P, Table 1. The averageof all sr.rchdelays (P), relative
to the powder transformation temperature,is 4.1 minutes. This delay is
part of the so-calledincubation periodl and it strongly suggeststhat the
number of nuclei formed for the transformation is small,2 and that the
I Time interval in rvhich the dominant process is the formation of one or more
stable
product nuclei.
2 That the number of nuclei is less than 5 for crystals about 1 mm long (perfection
B-c) has been verified by high temperature optical studies in this laboratory. The mosaic
structure in phase I, and the crystallographic relationships deduced by the X-ray study
have also been observed by this means.
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transformationrate is controlledprimarily by the growth rate of the new
phase.An example of a rate curve for a single crystal transformation is
comparedwith one for a powder specimenin Figure 5. Here the incuba1.ionperiod is small, about two minutes, after which transformation is
rapid and nearly completein 3f minutes. The incubation period is correlated with the time interval betweenl:0 and that point at which the
new phaseis detectedby X-rav. Experiencein this laboratorl'has shown
that large unstrained crystals undergo transformation with an incubation period, whereasstrained or small grains (as in powders obtained
from grinding in a mortar) yield rate curvesfollowing a power law with
no significant incubation period.
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